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Introduction

The cruise industry has evolved markedly since the early days of the first passenger 
ships. This evolution has involved excursion voyages, transatlantic travel, the 
post-war boom, the demise of passenger ships and the advent of modern cruising 
(Dickinson and Vladimir, 1997). The industry is again growing rapidly and remains 
one of the major areas of tourism growth since the start of the new millennium. 
Between 2008 and 2014 cruise travel outpaced general leisure travel in the USA by 
22%, and global cruising is evolving at a record pace increasing from 18 million 
 passengers in 2009 to a projected 24 million in 2016, a 33% growth over the 9-year 
period (CLIA, 2016; Table 1.1). The economic impact of cruising in 2014 was 
939,232 jobs, US$39.3 billion in wages and salaries. The average daily passenger 
spending was US$134.72 with a total economic impact of US$120 billion (CLIA, 
2016). The industry continues to focus on consolidation, with more than 80% of the 
global market share held by three cruise companies – Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines 
(RCCL), Carnival Cruise Lines (CCL) and Norwegian Cruise Lines (NCL) (Pinnock, 
2014; Clancy, see Chapter 2, this volume).

The two most popular cruise destination regions are the Caribbean (33.7%) and 
the Mediterranean (18.7%). Rapidly growing destinations include Asia (9.2%), and 
Australasia and the Pacific (6.1%). These latter regions are experiencing spectacular 
increases in demand, and the world’s leading cruise lines have established regional 
headquarters in both Asia and Australia. Although markedly different, China and Cuba 
have been identified as the markets with the greatest growth potential (AEC, 2015).

A regional example of the increasing appeal of cruising is its phenomenal increase 
in Australia. In the past decade the number of people cruising there has risen six-fold 
from 158,415 (2004) to 1,003,256 (2014) (CLIA, 2015a). These figures confirm Aus-
tralia’s position as the world’s fastest growing source of cruise passengers, with num-
bers surging 20.4% from 2013 to 2014. The achievement of 1 million passengers in a 
calendar year comes 6 years before originally anticipated, and has been driven by an 
impressive 20% annual average growth for the past 12 years. Australia has also re-
tained its position as the world leader for market penetration, with the equivalent of 
4.2% of Australians taking a cruise in 2014, significantly ahead of the well-established 
North American market, which ranked second with a market penetration rate of 
3.4% (CLIA, 2015a).
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It is not just ocean cruising that is increasing in popularity. River cruising is also 
growing rapidly around the world, and today around 1 million people cruise on 
river ships (Ward, 2014). Key destinations include the Danube, Rhine, Elbe, Rhone, 
Seine, Po and Douro (Europe), Mississippi (USA), Yangtze (China), Lower Ganges 
(India), Mekong (Vietnam and Cambodia), Irrawaddy (Myanmar), Murray (Aus-
tralia), Chobe (Botswana and Namibia), Nile (Egypt) and the Amazon (South 
America).

Cruise Supply

A cruise is defined as ‘to make a trip by sea in a liner for pleasure, usually calling at 
a number of ports’ (Collins English Dictionary, n.d.). Traditionally, cruise ships have 
been evaluated according to size, number of passengers and state rooms (Mancini, 
2011). Ships range from very small or micro (under 10,000 t and 200 passengers), to 
megaships (over 70,000 t and carrying more than 2000 passengers). The largest 
cruise ships in the world are Royal Caribbean International’s three ‘Oasis-class’ ships. 
Harmony of the Seas (227,000 gross registered tonnes (GRT)) was launched in 2016 
(see Introduction to Part 1), Allure of the Seas (225,282 GRT, 2010) (Fig. 1.1) and 
Oasis of the Seas (225,282 GRT, 2009) (Table 1.2).

A different classification categorizes ships from boutique to large resort ships 
(Ward, 2016) (Table 1.3).

The most widely used rating is that of Berlitz, which categorizes ships according 
to facilities, accommodation, cuisine, service, entertainment and the overall cruise ex-
perience (Ward, 2016). Their 2016 publication rated Hapag-Lloyd Cruises Europa 2 
as the best cruise ship in the world (Fig. 1.2; Table 1.4).

Cruise ships are getting larger. In the 1970s it was considered that a 25,000-t, 
800-passenger vessel was the most cost effective and therefore profitable (Peisley, 
1989). Cruise ship builders now believe the economies of scale argument applies to 
much larger vessels, with many new ships weighing more than 150,000 t and capable 
of accommodating over 3000 passengers. These ships offer a greater choice of facil-
ities and activities and are designed for a new generation of passenger who has broader, 
more varied interests. Known as mega-liners, these vessels are recognized as giant 
floating resorts, and compete directly with luxury shore-based hotels (Dowling and 
Vasudavan, 2000). They have large multi-level hotel-style atrium-lobbies, glass eleva-
tors, impressive art works, glitzy casinos, show-lounges, shopping centres, health 

Table 1.1. Worldwide cruise demand 1995–2020. (From: CLIA 
(2016), Ward (2016) and authors’ estimate for 2020.)

Year Number (rounded millions)

1995 6
2000 10
2005 16
2010 19
2015 24
2020 30
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Fig. 1.1. Royal Caribbean International’s Oasis Class ship Allure of the Seas. At 225,062 t it 
is the second largest ship in the world. The ship is in the port of Labahee, Haiti, a private 
resort leased to Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd until 2050. (From: Lois Godfrey.)

Table 1.2. The world’s largest cruise ships. (From: Ward, 2016, and authors’ research.)

No. Ship Cruise line Tonnage Passengers

1 Harmony of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 227,000 5,496
2 Allure of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 225,282 5,400
3 Oasis of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 225,282 5,400
4 Anthem of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 168,666 4,180
5 Quantum of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 168,666 4,180
6 Norwegian Escape Norwegian Cruise Line 163,000 4,200
7 Freedom of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 154,407 3,634
8 Independence of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 154,407 3,634
9 Liberty of the Seas Royal Caribbean International 154,407 3,634
10 Norwegian Epic Norwegian Cruise Line 153,000 4,200
11 Queen Mary 2 Cunard Line 148,528 2,620

Table 1.3. Cruise ship categories. (From: Ward, 2016.)

No. Type
Ship size

Gross tonnage (GRT) Passengers

1 Boutique 1,000–5,000 50–250
2 Small 5,000–25,000 251–750
3 Mid-size 25,000–50,000 751–2,000
4 Large 50,000–220,000 2,001–6,500
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Fig. 1.2. Hapag-Lloyd Cruises’ Europa 2 (42,830 GRT). The Berlitz Guide to Cruising and 
Cruise Ships 2016 rates this ship as the best in the world, just ahead of its sister ship 
Europa. (From: Hapag-Lloyd Cruises.)

Table 1.4. Berlitz top cruise ships, 2016. (From: Ward, 2016.)

No. Ship Category Cruise line
Points

(max 2000)

1 Europa 2 Small
(251–750 pax)

Hapag-Lloyd Cruises 1860

2 Europa Small Hapag-Lloyd Cruises 1852
3 Hanseatic Boutique

(50–250 pax)
Hapag-Lloyd Cruises 1758

4 Sea Dream I Boutique Seadream Yacht Club 1756
5 Sea Dream II Boutique Seadream Yacht Club 1752
6 Silver Whisper Small Silversea Cruises 1743
7 Silver Shadow Small Silversea Cruises 1741
8 Silver Spirit Small Silversea Cruises 1735
9 Sea Cloud Boutique Sea Cloud Cruises 1706
10 Sea Cloud II Boutique Sea Cloud Cruises 1701
11= Mein Schiff 4 Large Resort

(2001–6500 pax)
TUI Cruises 1698

11= Viking Star Mid-size
(751–2000 pax)

Viking Cruises 1698

centres, computer and business centres, discos and observation lounges. Cruising is no 
longer a sedentary experience, and as shore-side lifestyles become more active, new 
ships offer a range of options, which cover sports, recreation, entertainment and 
culture. Cruise companies are also investing heavily in the ‘biggest’, ‘grandest’ and 
‘first’, such as the first wedding chapel, most impressive ice rink, best in-line skating 
track or biggest rock climbing wall.
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Trends and innovation in cruise ship design

As already noted, the trend for larger ocean cruise vessels is growing. For instance, 
Royal Caribbean International’s (RCI) latest vessel, Oasis-class Harmony of the Seas 
is the largest cruise ship ever built (see Introduction to Part 1). It weighs 227,000 t, 
and has capacity for 5496 passengers and 2300 crew.

Although not every company offers ocean cruises on mega-liners, cruise companies 
are focusing on refitting and upgrading their fleets to take advantage of an upsurge in 
demand. For example, Swiss-registered MSC Cruises, the fourth largest cruise com-
pany in the world, will take delivery in 2017 of the first of three ‘Vista’ generation 
vessels. These ships each offer 2444 cabins and a combined passenger/crew capacity 
of 8000 people, with two additional ships launched in 2019 and 2020. Similarly, 
Crystal Cruises is currently undertaking a global expansion, with three new ocean 
ships (their first ship builds in 12 years), a river cruise operation, a yachting venture, air 
cruising and residences at sea. The company’s new 1000-passenger luxury expedition- 
style ships, branded Crystal Cruise Exclusive, will sail the Seychelles  Islands, the 
Middle East and the Adriatic Coast. Passengers will have access to expedition- style 
activities with a two-person submarine, zodiacs for shore excursions, a small yacht for 
boating tours, water skis, kayaks, and fishing and scuba gear.

The company is also financing a new hybrid concept, where 48 ‘Crystal Residences’ 
are available for private purchase on these ships (The Australian, 2016). This novel devel-
opment shares similarities with The World, a ship that has been offering apartment living 
for wealthy people since 2002. Accommodation on The World comprises 165 apart-
ments for passengers to live onboard and, if they wish, retire at sea. The estimated price 
of these apartments is approximately US$1 million, with another US$120,000 a year in 
service charges. It is likely further opportunities to live at sea will be available in future.

In another initiative, Crystal Cruises is also setting out to restore and reinstate the 
historic SS United States as a modern luxury passenger liner, through a cooperative 
initiative with the SS United States Conservancy (Miller, 2016). Launched in 1952 and 
retired in 1969, the famed vessel was once nicknamed ‘America’s Flagship’, and is best 
known for capturing the transatlantic speed record. It still remains the largest pas-
senger ship ever built in America, having carried a million passengers in its time. The 
800-guest-capacity ship will restore its original décor and feature 400 suites with 
luxury dining, spa and entertainment amenities.

It is not only size that is significant – technological innovations onboard are also 
critical to stay competitive. For instance, two of RCI’s Harmony of the Seas predeces-
sors, the Quantum-class ships Anthem of the Seas and Quantum of the Seas, feature 
an array of technological innovations, including an aerial gondola, dodgems, skydiving 
simulator, internal cabins with ‘virtual balconies’ and SeaPlex, the biggest indoor area 
at sea. A third Quantum-class ship, Ovation of the Seas, was launched in 2016 and 
two further ships in this class are on order for 2019 and 2020. A different, yet no less 
significant innovation comes from Virgin Cruises, which has announced its entry into 
the market with a futuristic hull design that represents a significant move away from 
conventional design. The cruise itself has been described by Virgin’s Richard Branson 
as aiming for ‘an intimate, boutique-style experience for cruisers and non-cruisers 
alike’ (Davis, 2015). The first of three mid-size 110,000-t, 2800-passenger ships will be 
launched in 2020, with two further ships delivered in 2021 and 2022, at a combined 
cost of US$2 billion.
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Further novelties, in the form of creative product and price packages, include 
opportunities to overnight mid-cruise (Azamara Cruises), or take short trips (2–3 days) 
away from the ship during the cruise (Seabourn). Service innovations include Internet 
service at no extra cost (see Viking Ocean, Regent Seven Seas and RCI), as well as part-
nerships with non-cruise brands. Examples of the latter are Princess Cruises’ cooper-
ation with the Discovery Channel, and Holland America’s joint offering with BBC 
Earth, both of which will offer a greater choice of enrichment programmes onboard, as 
well as themed excursions ashore. Intensive competition among cruise brands has 
forced companies to move on from providing a passive experience in a celebrity-themed 
restaurant or demonstration, to offering novel enrichment programmes, such as P&O 
Cruises’ ‘Food Heroes’ concept onboard Britannia, where guests can take cookery 
classes with their favourite celebrity chef.

Beyond the appeal of standard themed cruises, passengers can also now partici-
pate in ‘voluncruising’, which although marketed to appeal to the potentially ‘respon-
sible’ cruiser, is also critical to a cruise line’s corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
strategy. For example, Hurtigruten’s ‘Clean up Svalbard’ project enables guests 
to remove pollution and shipboard waste on selected landings on the archipelago. 
Viking River Cruises has adopted a school in Jingzhou City, China, and renamed it 
Viking River Cruises School. Excursions to meet the children and see them perform 
traditional songs and dance routines are available as an option. Crystal Cruises ‘You 
Care We Care’ is an initiative where passengers can help pack food for the Estonian 
Food Bank in Tallinn, or assist in gardening projects at a care home for the disabled 
in Livorno, Italy.

Central to all these and future development is the increasing sophistication of pas-
sengers and their expectations of service and product quality. For instance, Hwang 
and Hyun (2015) researched luxury cruise travellers in the USA to examine how com-
pany innovations influenced their experiences and perceptions of luxury. Cruisers 
reported that innovations were significant factors in both their experiences and per-
ceptions of luxury in four areas – education (through increased travellers’ knowledge), 
entertainment (from new onboard activities), aesthetics (via innovative spaces) and 
escapism (via innovative services). As ships are now destinations in themselves, many 
ports of call have become almost secondary to the experience (Mendes and Guerreiro, 
see Chapter 13, this volume).

Cruise Line Economics

The cruise corporations make large amounts of profit and a full explanation of how 
this is achieved is outlined by Vogel (see Chapter 7, this volume). However, dropping 
down to the level of revenue management based on the sale of cruises, this approach 
is widely used across a number of industries including the rental car and airline mar-
kets to increase profits. It is also used in the cruise industry and is central to control-
ling demand. On a cruise ship, there are many types of cabins and different fares, some 
of which are sold in advance, with given purchase restrictions over a finite booking 
window. Thus, revenue management problems for the cruise industry include its seg-
mented market, fixed capacity, perishable inventory, finite selling horizons, advanced 
sales and stochastic demand (Sun et al., 2011). The authors suggest that pricing and 
revenue optimization provide consistent pricing decisions in relation to each segment 
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within each channel. This can be achieved through an examination of the four dimen-
sions of products, consumers, channels and time.

Cruise line revenue management therefore depends on making correct decisions 
about pricing and room capacity. Market demand is typically defined by such criteria 
as view requirements, bed configurations, room location and amenities (Li et al., 
2014). The essence is to price each market segment and allocate cruise room capacity 
at the same time in order to maximize potential revenue. Additional constraints include 
capacity limits on lifeboats and personnel requirements. Some companies have a 
policy where they do not reduce cabin price as the time of departure approaches. Such 
a price protection practice is referred to as a non-decreasing policy and allows early 
bookings to be cancelled for a specific period prior to departure at zero cost. Since the 
booking window is wide, deeper discounts at a later date can create a situation where 
passengers who have already booked a cruise cancel their booking and re-book at a 
lower price (Li et al., 2014).

According to Li (2014) the fundamental booking decision for a cruise line involves 
how many reservations to accept to avoid two outcomes – either sailing with empty 
cabins, or denying some customers’ bookings. Cruise lines accept reservations that 
overbook a cruise because they anticipate a number of cancellations and no-shows. 
The question is how many overbooked reservations to accept such that no one is de-
nied boarding. To overcome this a Real Options Analysis (ROA) approach has been 
developed that formulates risk decision models for cruise line dynamic overbooking 
with two, three and multiple cabin types (Li, 2014). In these models, two given deci-
sion schemes are suggested. In each scheme the extra revenue from overbooking is 
seen as investment revenue, and the loss caused by the denied bookings is viewed as 
investment cost. Thus, the values of these two decision schemes are compared to 
choose the better, most profitable overbooking decision.

Apart from the sale of the cruise itself, today the cruise companies are selling 
extra-charge add-ons to passengers in an attempt to generate even more profits. An 
outline of this is provided by Weaver (see Chapter 8, this volume). Finally, the cruise 
industry makes a lot of money and its overall global economic impact in 2013 was 
US$117 billion. However, there are a number of issues related to these profits, with 
one being the relatively low taxes they pay in the USA (Ruskin, 2004). Insights into 
this dilemma and the industry’s ability to lobby in Washington, DC are described by 
Klein (see Chapter 3, this volume).

Challenges for the Cruise Industry

The rapid growth of the cruise industry has led to a number of challenges involving 
complex supply and demand structures. Central issues are the globalization of the in-
dustry, its corporatization (Klein, see Chapter 3, this volume) and the issue of ‘flags of 
convenience’ (Terry, see Chapter 4, this volume). Other issues include an intensively 
competitive commercial environment, concerns about over-capacity, destination 
ability to cater for larger ships and the sustainability imperative of balancing economic, 
societal and environmental wellbeing (Weeden et al., 2011; Font et al., see Chapter 5, 
this volume). A recent report for the International Transport Forum stated capacity 
growth was due to economies of scale, and effective market segmentation. Whereas the 
former multiplies onboard amenities, the latter matches distinctive demand characteristics. 
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In combination, they offer passengers product variety and novel experiences, all of 
which increase demand each year (Pallis, 2015).

Popularity of cruise vacations

Growth in the popularity of cruising has meant cruise ports have undergone extensive 
structural change, both in size and expansion of the facilities and services on offer 
(Pallis, 2015). Specialized terminals are replacing multi-purpose docks, and new forms 
of investment are enabling ports to cope with issues such as seasonality and special-
ization. Intensive cruise port competition has also resulted in short- and long-term 
shifts in market share. Many more ports are pursuing inclusion in cruise itineraries, 
while others focus on providing home-port facilities. Indeed, the confluence of con-
sumer awareness, distribution channel development, availability of suitable harbour 
facilities, and substantially improved product and services continues to facilitate rapid 
growth and expansion of cruise tourism (Coggins Jr, 2014).

Future expansion will also require a greater emphasis on cooperation and part-
nerships, particularly in geographic areas that are closely linked across itineraries. 
For instance, within Europe’s river cruise market, Romania has developed a suc-
cessful industry along the lower Danube River and the western Black Sea (Nedelcu 
et al., 2015). This was achieved through a cross-border cooperation programme 
(called the Black Sea Basin), which identified a range of sustainable economic cooper-
ation opportunities (including cruise tourism), between the harbours of the Black Sea 
basin and those on the Danube River. The Danube has ten harbours included on the 
tourist circuit with over 1000 cruise calls per year, where more than 150,000 passen-
gers travelled onboard 400 cruise ships on the Danube in 2014 (Mazilu et al., 2015). 
Significant future growth in cruises will be due to a combination of new geographic 
source markets, fleet renewal trends and new ship builds, all of which are estab-
lishing the foundations for the industry’s future (CLIA, 2016).

Health

The health and wellbeing of passengers and crew is an essential priority for the cruise 
industry. However, there exist a number of health challenges on cruise ships (Liu and 
Pennington-Gray, see Chapter 14, this volume), the most commonly reported being 
norovirus (Klein et al., see Chapter 6, this volume). The virus is recognized as a leading 
cause of human acute viral gastroenteritis, and the rate of outbreaks on cruise ships 
has grown significantly in recent years (Bert et al., 2014). Transmitted through per-
son-to-person contact, noroviruses are likely to arrive via contaminated foods and 
water (Ward, 2015), and manifest as nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea and abdominal pain. 
The highly infectious nature of noroviruses, especially in close communities onboard 
ship, highlights the importance of strengthening preventative measures and devising 
more rigorous controls by public health professionals, cruise lines and crewmembers 
(Bert et al., 2014). These researchers suggest improved detection, monitoring and im-
plementation of preventive measures on cruise ships are essential, a claim also sup-
ported by a US survey of food safety professionals, which found 66% correctly 
identified norovirus as one of the three most common causes of food-borne disease in 
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the USA. However, only 5% of respondents correctly identified the three most common 
settings for the infection, while approximately 30% incorrectly claimed restaurant 
workers infected with norovirus could safely handle packaged food, food equipment 
and utensils (Kosa et al., 2014). Although only a single study, it illustrates a potential 
gap in food safety professionals’ knowledge about noroviruses.

A related problem is Cyclosporiasis, an infection transmitted by faeces or faeces- 
infected fresh produce and water, with outbreaks blamed on contaminated fruits and 
vegetables. Although not spread from person to person, it can be a hazard for cruisers 
through causing diarrhoea. In 2010, an outbreak of Cyclosporiasis affected passen-
gers and crew on two successive voyages of a cruise ship out of Fremantle, Australia, 
and 73 laboratory-confirmed and 241 suspected cases of Cyclospora infection 
were reported in passengers and crew from these combined cruises (Gibbs et al., 
2013). A medical examination of crewmembers found the illness was associated with 
eating items of fresh produce served onboard, although the study was unable to con-
clusively identify the food responsible. It is likely that one or more of the fresh produce 
items taken onboard at a South East Asian port during the first cruise was contamin-
ated. If fresh produce supplied to cruise ships is sourced from countries or regions 
where Cyclospora is endemic, extremely robust standards of food production and 
hygiene need to be applied to the supply chain (Gibbs et al., 2013). Given the poten-
tially harmful consequence of outbreaks for passengers and crewmembers, and subse-
quent high cost for cruise companies, disease outbreaks on ships represent a serious 
public health issue for the industry.

Safety and security

The rise of global acts of terrorism combined with the growth of the cruise industry, 
has inevitably led to a heightened interest in and practice of security and safety 
(Coates-Erkan, 2012; Tarlow, see Chapter 15, this volume; Fig. 1.3). The two key 
elements of cruise safety are guarding against incidents onboard (such as ship flooding 
or fire), and direct threats from hijacking, piracy and/or terrorism. The International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) Safety Committee generally addresses such issues. In 
the weeks following the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the USA, eight cruise 
lines went bankrupt (Ward, 2005). Several others redeployed their ships, while others 
experienced a dramatic (albeit short-term) drop in passenger numbers. As a direct re-
sult of this incident, and the subsequent war against Iraq in 2003, US citizens have 
travelled overseas less, preferring to vacation within their own borders. In response, 
the US cruise industry developed ‘homeland’ cruising, with ships being home-ported 
in a range of newly established ports across the country, which thus reduced the need 
for Americans to fly in order to embark on their cruise, and meant ships stayed within 
US waters. According to Ward (2005) the effects of increased attacks and global con-
flicts over the past 5 years has led to a lack of confidence in travel safety, which is why 
homeland cruising has become increasingly popular in the USA.

Given all of the above it is surprising that maritime terrorism is a neglected area 
of research in tourism. Indeed, an attack on a cruise ship is considered by cruisers to 
be a distinct possibility, despite safety and security being a ‘hallmark’ of cruising 
(Bowen et al., 2014). A number of different attack scenarios for cruise ships have been 
identified (Greenberg et al., 2006), although recent research has extended these in 
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order to test consumer perception of the risk associated with potential maritime ter-
rorist events. While several risk scenarios were identified, the greatest was thought to 
be a terrorist attack on a ship or a port by an extremist group (Bowen et al., 2014). 
However, differences in attitude among individuals revealed a high level of confidence 
in cruise companies, particularly among more experienced cruisers. Passengers also 
reported being resigned to risk being a fundamental part of travel in the 21st century, 
and welcomed efforts by cruise companies to improve safety and security, especially 
with regard to portside initiatives and onboard strategies (Bowen et al., 2014). Cruise 
companies fully acknowledge the continued success of the industry will be predicated 
on effectively managing security and safety issues into the future.

A different problem, and one least acknowledged by a majority of cruise com-
panies, is that sexual assault and sexual victimization are more common on cruise 
ships than on land (Klein and Poulston, 2011). The case of Dianne Brimble, a pas-
senger on the P&O cruise ship Pacific Sky who died of a drug overdose in 2002 in 
suspicious circumstances, first highlighted the dangers that exist on cruise ships (Knox, 
2006; Jacobsen, 2012). Klein and Poulston’s (2011) study of the North Ameri-
can-based cruise industry revealed perpetrators are most often male crewmembers, 
victims are most often female passengers (over 17.5% younger than age 18), and that 
assaults occur almost anywhere, though most frequently in passenger cabins. Simi-
larly, female workers on cruise ships are reported to be at risk of sexual harassment 
and/or assault. Although most cruise companies claim to have policies prohibiting 
sexual harassment, 35% of women interviewed in a survey of cruise ship workers 
reported being worried about unwanted sexual attention onboard. Sexual harassment 

Fig 1.3. Indonesian Coast Guard clearing the ship Silver Shadow before departing Indo-
nesian waters. Members of the team dived under the ship and inspected the hull as part of 
security operations. (Source: Ross Dowling)
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by male superordinates often led the female worker into forming a partnership 
onboard for protection from harassment (Thomas et al., 2013).

Cruise Employees

The operation of cruise ships requires an extensive number of highly trained staff. The 
ship’s company is generally divided into two key sections – ship operations and the 
hotel sector. Heading both is the Captain, with the Staff Captain in charge of officers 
(general and security) and seamen. The Chief Engineer oversees mechanical oper-
ations staffed by general, electrical and refrigeration engineers, and the Principal Med-
ical Officer is in charge of all hospital staff onboard. The Hotel Manager (sometimes 
called Hotel Director, Chief Purser or General Manager) is responsible for guest accom-
modation, food and beverage, activities, entertainment and excursions (Fig. 1.4).

Jobs in the cruise industry are growing in number yet remain highly sought after. 
A brief scan of the Internet reveals a large number of websites devoted to cruise employ-
ment opportunities, with cruise lines advertising directly, as well as general employment 
agencies offering jobs on cruise ships. Whilst many people are attracted to working in 
the cruise industry the reality may involve long hours and low pay. To ‘survive’ 
onboard, cruise staff must view their occupation as a lifestyle rather than a job, as it 
requires a certain aptitude to live in this way (Mancini, 2004). New staff may have 
realistic expectations of their future work on the ship, but often have unrealistic ex-
pectations of life onboard (Matuszewski and Blenkinsopp, 2011). They view their 
occupation as being secure and carefree but perceive the working environment to be 
‘another world’, which is impossible for people to understand unless they have worked 
on cruise ships. This has been described as a mismatch of reality, with lives onboard 

Fig. 1.4. The general manager (Thierry Tholon) and Captain Vitaliy Silvachynsky of Oceania 
Cruises’ Marina in the Pacific Ocean, 2015. (Source: Ross Dowling)
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being viewed as ‘abnormal’, which can prove difficult when staff return home and try 
to ‘fit in’ to ‘normal’ life once again. Gibson (2006) suggests this environment can 
overwhelm workers. Conversely, Matuszewski and Blenkinsopp’s (2011) study found 
that staff felt ‘strongly connected’ to the cruise ships they had worked on, and re-
ported a sense of nostalgia, a desire to return and also renewed wanderlust, especially 
if they saw ‘their ship’ in port, or on television. Overall, these workers shared a belief 
that working onboard was a ‘good experience’.

These findings are similar to those of Gibson and Perkins (2015), who investi-
gated the extended social interactions of experienced cruise staff, and found these 
had a largely favourable impact on workplace engagement, largely because workers 
spent much of their free time with colleagues, who were considered friends. Conse-
quently, cruise staff felt more committed to, and enthusiastic about their job because 
of these close working relationships, compared to those employees working shore 
side. Staff who enjoyed their job and were committed to their employer credited 
respect and fairness of their supervisor, the social atmosphere onboard with guests 
and friends (Huang and Hsu, 2010), and food and living quarters, for their job satis-
faction (Larsen et al., 2012). Today ports are now realizing the value of cruise ship 
crews, as well as the passengers, so they are now providing facilities and services 
specifically for crew. One example is Port Chalmers, South Island, New Zealand 
(Thyne and Henry, see Chapter 11, this volume).

Whilst these studies reveal favourable experiences, it has been argued that cruise 
staff from less developed countries do not enjoy the same enthusiasm for their work 
(Chin, 2008). The cruise industry is not only a microcosm of a globalized labour force, 
with young South East Asians working at the lowest status level, but also represents a 
new form of international class constructed around western consumer culture. The 
service work carried out in the environment of the cruise ship demands the cultivation 
of an especially subservient demeanour on the part of young workers, who may, para-
doxically, occupy a relatively privileged middle-class position at home (Artini et al., 
2011). The reality may not match the dream when it comes to either income or the 
excitement of international travel. For example, well-educated, young Indonesians 
who choose a career in cruise ship work rather than go to university enjoy financial 
and work experience benefits, but also have to endure hardship if working onboard a 
cruise (Artini et al., 2011). In a similar vein it has been noted that Filipino seafarers, 
the largest group of workers on cruise ships, find themselves embedded in a trans-
national system that facilitates entry into the cruise industry yet diminishes their legal 
protection. Among the most dramatic has been a legal precedent that prevents Filipino 
seafarers from suing their employers in US courts in favour of arbitration in the Phil-
ippines (Terry, 2009).

Cruise Passengers

Cruise motivations

The average age of cruise passengers is decreasing and it is no longer seen as the pre-
serve of seniors and retirees (Table 1.5). Traditionally, cruising has been the preserve 
of older people, mainly retirees. However, today’s retired populations, who remain the 
majority of the cruise market, are fitter, more adventurous and more time-rich than 
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Table 1.5. Age and characteristics of cruisers post 1970.

Decade 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s

Average age of 
cruisers (years)

65+ 60s Late 50s 50s 40s

Market segments Older retirees
Predominantly 

couples
Older single 

women

Older retirees
Predominantly 

couples
Single women

Active retirees
Employed Baby 

Boomers
Families?

Active retirees
Baby Boomers
Solo travellers
Multi-generational groups
Families
Generation X (born 1965–1976)
Generation Y (1977–1994)
Generation Z (1995–2009)

Active retirees
Active Baby Boomers
Solo travellers
Multi-generational groups
Families
Generations X, Y + Z
Generation Alpha (b. 2010+)
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their predecessors. In a quest to enrich their lives, these members of society have dis-
covered that cruises are ideally suited to their needs (Dowling, 2006). In addition to 
value for money, cruise lines offer options for health-conscious travellers through 
healthy dining options and fitness programmes. As already noted, onboard enrich-
ment programmes enable them to expand their knowledge of a wide range of subjects 
such as art, music, politics, photography, golf, wine and literature, or to take an 
in-depth look at the destinations they are visiting (Fig. 1.5). The image of cruise ship 
holidays on television indicates that destination image plays a fundamental role in the 
holiday destination-making process (Polizzi and Oliveri, see Chapter 17, this volume). 
Cruise ships also offer soft adventure opportunities for the more active.

The cruise passenger market is segmented in various ways, most commonly ac-
cording to lifestyle, interest, lifestage (families, seniors, couples), romantics, solo trav-
ellers and the accessibly challenged (Ward, 2015). Baby Boomers are a major market 
for the industry, with their emphasis on safety and security, luxury accommodation 
and facilities (including gated communities at sea), healthy cuisine, new and exciting 
destinations (often on river cruises or expedition ships), challenging onboard activities 
and active shore-side adventures. A rapidly growing market segment is that of children 
and families, who are now beginning to turn the cruise ship deck into a playground 
(Lambert and Dowling, see Chapter 20, this volume).

The attributes of a strong cruise brand are outlined by Lemmetyinen (see Chapter 16, 
this volume). A study of the US luxury cruise market found that factors which influence 
the formation of brand prestige include food and service quality, staff/crew attractiveness, 

Fig. 1.5. Enrichment lectures are a major part of most cruise ships’ programmes. Lectures 
are presented on either the destinations which the ship will visit or on specialized topics 
given by experts. Here Wendy Dowling gives a lecture on ‘Natural Approaches to Women’s 
Health’ on board Silver Shadow. (Source: Ross Dowling)
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entertainment, ship facilities, ports of call, programmes/places for children and cabin 
quality (Hwang and Han, 2014). In addition, they found that brand prestige produces 
three managerial outcomes – the perception of wellbeing, customer brand identifica-
tion and brand loyalty. In another survey of ‘local relaxers’ and ‘long-haul discoverers’ 
(Hung and Petrick, 2011), cruise passengers in Dunedin, New Zealand revealed large 
differences in prior behaviour and future intentions between these two segments 
(Henry et al., 2015). Long-haul passengers were typically more experienced cruisers, 
and had a lower intention to return (32%) than did their local equivalents (84%). 
These findings are consistent with cruise berth providers’ expectations that cruising is 
developing into a global industry with multiple passenger source/destination regions 
and two distinct global mass cruise passenger segments – long haul and local.

A survey of customer satisfaction among passengers on a Classic International 
Cruises ship revealed cruisers valued a range of services and facilities, which included 
the courtesy and competence of staff, efficiency of the Cruise Director, the range and 
diversity of entertainment and services onboard, as well as the manner in which pas-
sengers expectations were fulfilled (Sirbu, 2013). The issue of gratuities was not men-
tioned in this study and although the dominant North American market still drives the 
industry, cruisers from other parts of the world dislike the practice of tipping onboard 
as they are simply not used to it. It has been suggested that the payment of gratuities 
should be replaced with automatic service charges, or service-inclusive pricing (Lynn 
and Kwortnik, 2015). Some sectors of the cruise industry have already switched to the 
former. However, a study of Carnival Cruise Line’s guests rated their cruise more posi-
tively when they sailed under a voluntary tipping policy rather than when automatic 
service charges were added to their onboard bills.

Another contentious area for cruisers relates to shore excursions, with the onboard 
cost often being double or triple the price charged by shore-side operators for an 
equivalent tour. The level of uptake on these excursions is often relative to how much 
information passengers collect beforehand. For instance, some extensively research 
each port of call through the ship’s website, online forums, personal recommendation, 
travel books and so on, whereas others leave any information search until the day of 
arrival at the port, or undertake no search at all (Thyne et al., 2015). Increasingly, 
passengers are looking for a unique (and cheaper) experience to those offered through 
ship tours, but it is clear they may be unaware of these opportunities until they arrive 
and disembark at the destination. The move towards a more informed passenger, 
happy to make their own port-based shore excursions, will inevitably lead to more 
equitable pricing of cruise ship shore excursions, although this may require passengers 
to significantly alter the way they gather information about their cruise.

Why people cruise has been studied for decades. Travel, escape, luxury, fine din-
ing, adventure, safety, socializing are some of the reasons given for undertaking a 
cruise. However, a relatively low percentage of the US population (20%) has cruised 
despite over 60% indicating that they are interested in taking a cruise (Hung and Petrick, 
2012). To understand this discrepancy Hung and Petrick (2012) investigated the con-
straints to cruising of both cruisers and non-cruisers. Cruisers had higher travel motivations 
and intention, and were more likely to negotiate their travel constraints than non-cruis-
ers. The study suggested companies could develop different marketing campaigns for 
each group, in order to retain existing customers and attract new cruise participants. 
Recommendations to encourage first-time cruisers targeted the key constraints. For 
example, providing a matching service for those without a travel companion, a dating 
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service for those looking for romance, child and/or elder care options for those busy 
with family or work schedules, and corporate facilities for business executive groups. 
Potential activities for existing cruisers include special interest tours to cater to the 
needs of different markets, onboard activities, and social interaction opportunities 
with staff and other passengers for those more interested in meeting people, and spe-
cial interest enrichment programmes (Hung and Petrick, 2012). A comparison of 
motivations and constraints on cruising for the US and Chinese markets is described 
by Petrick et al. (see Chapter 19, this volume).

Research by Xie et al. (2012) explored the motivations of cruisers and potential 
cruisers. The former are people who have already cruised, while the latter are yet to 
cruise but are interested in doing so in future. This study examined the influence of 
onboard features, or attributes, on decision making, as these attributes distinguish 
cruises from other types of vacation (Table 1.6).

While each segment accorded the same level of importance to entertainment, core 
attributes, children and crew, potential cruisers attached greater significance to recreation 
and sport, supplementary attributes, and fitness and health, all of which were deemed 
relatively unimportant by cruisers. Consequently, promotional campaigns for experi-
enced cruisers should emphasize restaurants, cabin, crew service and shows/perform-
ances, while non-cruisers would pay attention to messages about sport, spa facilities and 
enrichment opportunities. Such information is critical for cruise marketers seeking to 
convert non-cruisers to cruisers, a fundamental target in growing passenger demand.

A study of North American cruise tourists revealed a variety of motivations to 
cruise, although these were dependent upon a passenger’s cruise experience, rather 
than an itinerary (Jones, 2011). Novelty was important for first-time cruisers, and re-
spondents enjoyed the comfort and accommodation, but they were less interested in 
the nightlife onboard. In terms of information gathering before departure, cruise and 
destination websites were important, and improved information connections between 
these were considered key to attracting future cruisers. Hung and Petrick (2011) revealed 
freedom, escape and relaxation were primary reasons to cruise, and argued that cruise 
promotional campaigns ‘should demonstrate people enjoying their freedom, escaping 
from their mundane life, and/or resting on a cruise’ (p. 392). Additional motivations 
included a desire for learning and discovery, self-esteem and social recognition, and 

Table 1.6. Ship attributes. (Adapted from: Xie et al., 2012.)

Attribute Explanation

Entertainment Nightclubs, social gathering/parties, games/contests/
tournaments, casino, bars/lounges and shows/
performance

Recreation and sport Sport platform, wall climbing, miniature golf, ball facilities 
and running/walking track

Supplementary attributes Library, educational classes, Internet café, computer rooms, 
business/conference centre and laundry

Core attributes Cabin, restaurants, food and room service
Fitness and health offerings Spa, fitness centre, training, beauty salon and swimming 

pools/hot tubs/whirlpools
Children’s facilities Babysitting services and children’s centre and programmes
Crew Crew services, and communication from the Cruise Director
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bonding with others onboard. Significantly, this study identified a category of cruisers 
they referred to as ‘unmotivateds’. These individuals took a cruise to appease someone 
else, and were generally older males. Conversely, ‘motivated’ cruisers were the youngest 
in age, more likely to be female, and actively engaged with the cruise facilities.

Petrick and Durko’s (2015) study also referred to ‘motivateds’ and ‘unmotivateds’ 
but identified an additional three distinct segments: ‘relaxers’, ‘socializers’ and ‘cultureds’. 
Relaxers take a cruise to slow down, and enjoy tranquility and leisure time onboard. 
They avoid social situations and prefer cruises with fewer social interactions. They gen-
erally have an income greater than US$100,000, are young (mean 48.3 years), highly 
educated, prefer suites (to cabins) and have taken significantly more cruises than other 
groups (average of 11.7 in their lifetime). Thus relaxers are serious cruisers who are 
educated, have money and are willing to spend it. Socializers were the largest group, 
and motivated by the status of a cruise vacation. They cruise to meet people, enjoy 
cocktail parties and dining with the captain, but also want to experience nature through 
ecotours ashore. The cultureds cruise to engage with other cultures, but also place high 
importance on travelling with a spouse and/or family. The study concludes that even 
though passengers take a cruise for different reasons, cruise companies must exceed the 
expectations of each segment equally, a particularly challenging corporate aspiration.

Some individuals are attracted to luxury cruising because of its perceived social 
value, when they are eager to tell friends about the experience so as to project a presti-
gious self-image, and enhance their social status or ‘face-consciousness’ (Hyun and Han, 
2015). Significantly, luxury cruise passengers perceive greater social esteem when cruis-
ing with those from similar backgrounds, and so if a luxury cruise provides relaxed 
meeting points where passengers can socialize together, they are more likely to perceive 
high social value. Therefore, marketing of a luxury cruise company could be achieved 
by developing programmes such as wine tastings and formal evening parties where pas-
sengers could meet people from similar economic backgrounds (Hyun and Han, 2015).

Whilst the above studies have focused on mainly North American cruisers, a dif-
ferent study examined the propensity for South Koreans to undertake a cruise (Hur 
and Adler, 2013). There is a rising demand for cruise travel connecting China, Korea 
and Japan. For instance, South Korea has recently emerged as a new cruise destination 
in the North East Asian region, with Jeju Island (one example) attracting many cruise 
ships. The Koreans themselves are not yet cruising in large numbers; however, Hur 
and Adler (2013) suggest there is great potential because relatively few Koreans have 
so far cruised. The lack of cruise experience for Koreans is largely due to a perception 
that cruising is expensive, it is only suitable for higher status people, it is an unfamiliar 
form of vacation and they have insufficient knowledge about it. However, the study 
also revealed the majority would take a cruise if they had the opportunity, especially 
on cruise ships home-ported in South Korea.

Marketing

The marketing of cruise vacations is an intensely competitive and high cost exercise. 
From a study of passenger shipping in the USA, the history of marketing the maritime 
industry can be divided into four periods spanning almost 175 years: immigration and 
luxury (1850–1914); tourism, alcohol and luxury (1918–1939); jet age emergence 
(1946–1970); and cruising for all (1970 to the present day) (Branchik, 2014). During 
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this period the cruise industry has revolutionized each element of marketing in response 
to changing social, cultural, commercial and technological forces, including a trans-
formation from trans-oceanic transportation network to leisure-oriented lodging/en-
tertainment/tourism service provider (Branchik, 2014).

In recent years the advent of e-commerce has brought about further change, espe-
cially in regard to marketing cruise vacations. The modern cruise ship is a social setting 
laden with situations in which passengers become an active part of value creation, and 
interact with staff, the environment and, most importantly, other guests. Such co-creation 
takes on greater significance as passengers’ judgements of service and facilities influ-
ence not only the experiences of others, but also their perception of the quality of the 
cruise. In support of this, Brejla and Gilbert’s (2014) analysis of a cruise review site 
revealed the overall rating of a cruise depended upon service satisfaction, cabins and 
public facilities, as well as interactions with staff and other cruisers.

In an effort to manage the impact of co-creation, cruise lines use social media to 
create dialogue with potential customers (and stakeholders) in order to more exactly 
understand what they seek from a cruise. For instance, an analysis of cruise-related 
Twitter feeds (42,785 tweets) in 2014 revealed a number of themes (Park et al., 2015). 
These were travel-related words – travel, vacation and tour; destination-related words – 
Caribbean, Galapagos, Tahiti and Bahamas; cruise ship or travel company-related 
words – ship, allureoftheseas, line, carnival, waldoworldtravel, sail, port and cruisea-
ward; and emotion-related words – amazingfriends, epicday, favoritevacation and 
love. The findings revealed a great many tweets referred to specific travel destinations 
like the Caribbean, Galapagos, Tahiti and the Bahamas, which provide significant op-
portunity for destination management and marketing organizations. The notable set 
of words related to emotion and attitude towards cruises (amazingfriends, epicday, 
favoritevacation and love) indicates a positive attitude, and is consistent with previous 
findings on cruise tourists who are motivated by escapism, social connectivity and 
scenic destinations. However, it has been noted that while travellers and companies 
increasingly use social media, timely and relevant research into its effectiveness lags 
behind (Pantelidis, see Chapter 22, this volume).

New Cruise Markets

Climate is a major determining factor in ship destination deployment. This leads to 
the relocation of fleets from one destination to another. The main cruising grounds are 
North and Central America (57% market share), Europe (24%) and the rest of the 
world (16%), whilst 3% of ships are idle at any particular time (Charlier and McCalla, 
2006). The main cruising ground is the Caribbean based on its proximity to the North 
American market, followed by the Mediterranean, Alaska and the Pacific regions 
(Dowling, 2006). However, there are a number of emerging markets. These include 
Asia, Australia, the Arabian Gulf, Croatia, the Baltic and Cuba.

Asia

Although the current market share of Asian cruising accounts for only 5% of the world 
cruise market, its market size is expected to grow dramatically with the economic 
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development, and increase of disposable income, in Asian countries, especially China, which 
is the world’s fastest growing cruise market (Mondou and Taunay, see Chapter 33, 
this volume; Dowling and Mao, see Chapter 34, this volume). Asian cruisers perceive 
the value of cruising lies in the ship’s facilities, food and beverage offerings, the range 
and quality of entertainment, as well as the ship staff (Yi et al., 2014). The number of 
cruise travellers from Hong Kong (South East Asia’s cruise hub) more than doubled 
from 201,000 in 2005 to 459,000 in 2007 because of economic development in East 
Asian countries (Stanley, 2008).

Forecasted strong demand for cruising from China is reflected in Carnival Corpo-
ration’s announcement that it is increasing its presence in China for four of its ten 
brands from 2017 (Cruise Weekly, 2015a). For example, Costa Cruises, which has 
based at least one ship in China since 2006, and Princess Cruises will be joined by 
Carnival Cruise Line and AIDA Cruises. In tandem with the above, the Corporation 
has proposed the launch of a domestic cruise business in partnership with the state-
owned China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) and China Investment Corpor-
ation. Together, the Chinese partners will hold 60% of the joint venture, while 
Carnival, with a 40% stake, will operate the vessels.

Similarly, MSC Cruises has established a partnership with Chinese outbound 
tourism provider CAISSTA Touristic Group that has the MSC Lirica home-ported in 
Shanghai to service the Chinese home market. Commencing in May 2016, this 
2500-passenger ship has been especially designed for Chinese consumers, has a large 
number of Mandarin-speaking crew and offers high-end Chinese cuisine. Genting 
Hong Kong also launched a new Chinese focused premium category cruise concept 
Dream Cruises in late 2016. Itineraries range from 2 to 7 nights with voyages sched-
uled for Ha Long Bay (Vietnam), Hong Kong, Sanya (Hainan Island, China), Da Nang 
(Vietnam) and Guangzhou (China). Its first ship, Genting Dream, is 151,300 t, has 19 
decks, 1674 staterooms and over 35 restaurant and bar concepts. It can accommodate 
3400 guests and 2030 crewmembers.

A study of the behavioural preferences of Chinese outbound cruise travellers found 
that most preferred to plan their cruise only 1–2 months before departure. Cruises of 
7–15 days were preferred, and their main motivations were to ‘Enjoy natural environ-
ments’, ‘Experience attractive routes and destinations’, ‘See and experience new cul-
tures’, ‘Visit multiple destinations’ and ‘Travel to places friends/relatives have not visited’ 
(Fan and Hsu, 2014). These behaviours and motivations are similar to those of Tai-
wanese cruise travellers (Josiam et al., 2009). The most attractive cruise destination for 
mainland Chinese passengers is Europe, followed by Japan, Korea and South East Asia.

Australia

As noted previously, the Australian cruise market is in a period of unprecedented boom, 
with numbers increasing 20.4% in 2014 to reach 1,003,256 cruisers in a single year 
(Dowling, 2016). This achievement has been driven by a 20% annual average growth 
for the past 12 years, and Australia is now the fourth largest source market for cruise 
passengers, accounting for 4.5% of global cruisers, behind North America (54.2%), 
Germany (8%) and the UK/Ireland (7.4%). The most popular cruise destination regions 
for Australians are the South Pacific with 39% of the market, Australia (18.9%) and 
Europe (9.4%), where river cruise passengers surged to 79,530, an increase of 60%.
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Cruises of 8–14 days’ duration remain the most popular, attracting 54% of pas-
sengers, although demand for shorter cruises (2–4 days) increased by 59%. Overall, 
Australians spent an estimated 10 million days at sea in 2014, cruised an average of 
9.7 days on ocean cruises, and 13 days on river cruises (CLIA, 2015b). Confidence in 
the future growth of cruising in Australia is illustrated by P&O Cruises Australia an-
nouncing it will be the first cruise line to build a new ship specifically for the Austra-
lian market. Due for launch in 2019, this 135,000-t, 4200-passenger ship will be the 
largest cruise ship ever to be based in Australia.

Arabian Gulf

A number of countries in the Arabian Gulf have diversified their tourism economies 
through the development of cruise tourism. These countries include the United Arab 
Emirates, the Sultanate of Oman, Bahrain and, more recently, Qatar. Another 
example is the development in cruise tourism in Saudi Arabia (Monshi and Scott, see 
Chapter 31, this volume). The success of this regional development is largely due to 
improved regional cooperation, which has led to a number of cruise companies 
establishing a base in Dubai, which became the regional hub in 2006, when vessels 
from Costa and Aida were first home-ported there. Since then, cruising from the port 
has increased 30% annually. In 2015, five cruise lines home-ported seven ships and 
made 115 port calls with more than 425,000 passengers, although Dubai plans to 
double this to 1 million passengers by 2020. Another UAE port, Abu Dhabi, has also 
boosted its cruise presence with a new cruise terminal that opened in December 
2015 (Fig. 1.6). MSC Cruises became the first company to operate voyages from this 

Fig. 1.6. Passengers checking in at the new Abu Dhabi Cruise Terminal, Port Zayed, United 
Arab Emirates, 2016. (From: Abu Dhabi Ports, UAE.)
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new terminal with MSC Musica home-porting at the terminal for the 2015/2016 
cruise season (Cruise Weekly, 2015b).

In 2014, Cruise Arabia launched a promotional campaign to strengthen the appeal 
of the Gulf Region to the established markets of Europe and North America, whilst at 
the same time appealing to the new markets of China and India (Karolak, 2015). With 
a rapidly growing global Muslim population (estimated to be around 1.4 billion with 
an annual growth rate of approximately 3%), the potential for an emerging cruise 
market for Muslims could be established in the Middle East along with Malaysia and 
Indonesia. Muslims often travel in larger family groups (compared to Europeans) and 
the key attributes for developing tourism for Muslims includes the availability of places 
of worship, halal certified food, the banning of alcohol consumption and gambling, 
and the provision of Islamic content on television (Di Foggia et al., 2012).

Croatia

Dubrovnik, on the eastern shores of the Adriatic Sea, is one of the most important and 
frequently visited cruise destinations in the Mediterranean. It is the leading Croatian port, 
generating approximately 75% of total cruise traffic to the country due to its favourable 
position as a stop between Venice and Greek ports, and is the second most visited port in 
the Mediterranean after Naples (Pavlic, 2013). Passenger arrivals in the Dubrovnik area 
in 2015 were 1.3 million, an increase of 31% in comparison to 2011, with an average 
growth rate of 7.06%. The port is now facing a problem of carrying capacity because a 
large number of ships and passengers arrive and depart within a short period of time.

The Baltic

Ten countries surround the Baltic Sea – Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Poland, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia and Norway. The region has 26 destinations and 
the Baltic cruise industry has grown over 50% since 2000. The region has successfully 
built Cruise Baltic, a distinct brand for cruise, developed from a network of destin-
ations’ cooperation and communications among the ten countries and 44 partners 
involved (Lemmetyinen and Go, 2010).

Cuba

With the thawing of US–Cuban political relations, Carnival Corporation has been granted 
approval by the US Government to begin cruise travel to Cuba in 2016. It is intended that 
their newly launched Fathom brand will provide cultural, artistic, faith-based and humani-
tarian exchanges between America and Cuban citizens (Cruising, 2015).

The Impacts of Cruising

The rapid growth of the cruise industry has put a spotlight on its impacts on the nat-
ural environment, local communities and economies (Klein, 2011). Impacts may be 
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beneficial (positive), neutral or adverse (negative), environmental, sociocultural and 
economic. In the past two decades the cruise industry has shifted significantly from 
one that focused on economic return and benefit to corporation shareholders, to one 
that is more responsible in relation to its environmental and social actions. It is moving 
along a continuum towards sustainability, and while it has not reached a position of 
complete triple bottom-line harmony, the signs are far more positive today in 2016 
than they were a decade ago.

The expansion of cruise activities has not left unaffected the image of cruising. The elite 
activity of some passengers per year has been replaced by the mass transportation  
of thousands of cruise passengers at once. A community’s decision to seek cruise ship 
visits requires a number of industries to be involved but will also affect many, either 
directly or not. (Pallis, 2015, p. 53)

For example, the Caribbean region accounts for over 50% of the world’s market share 
of cruise ship passenger deployment, but generates less than 5% of the industry’s rev-
enue, while at the same time imposing significant financial and environmental costs on 
a number of the islands (Pinnock, 2014). The focus of the modern cruise industry, 
especially in regions such as the Caribbean, is on developing the internal facilities of 
super post-Panama resort ships, and the balance of power is more than ever held by 
the cruise lines. The Caribbean destinations’ approach to assessment of cost and bene-
fits, environmental and social impacts needs to change for the industry to be sustain-
able (Pinnock, 2014).

Environmental issues

The environmental aspects associated with cruising include both onboard environ-
mental considerations such as wastewater treatment, solid waste management and air 
emissions from fuel, and marine and shore-based impacts on the routes they ply and 
the destinations the ships visit. See for example, the relationship of cruise ships and 
protected areas in Brazil (Botelho et al., see Chapter 24, this volume).

International aviation and maritime transport accounts for a significant and 
growing share of global carbon emissions. However, they are not included in the Kyoto 
Protocol nor in any current carbon pricing schemes, and do not pay fuel excises, similar 
to other transport activities. However, it has been suggested that the design of fuel 
charges for the cruise industry be implemented to quantify their impact on emissions, 
revenue and welfare. This gain from offsetting pre-existing tax distortions may be as 
significant as those from reducing emissions, but implementation will require a degree 
of international cooperation (Keen et al., 2013).

The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) has encouraged cruise lines to pre-
pare now for the imposition of a global 0.5% cap set by the IMO on the percentage 
of sulfur in fuel levels, which may come into effect in 2020 instead of 2025. Global 
cruise operators are rapidly retrofitting fleets with green ‘scrubbers’, which use water 
to dilute and offset around 97% of cruise ship emissions. All new-build vessels are 
also being fitted with scrubbers at the design and construction phase (Cruise Weekly, 
2015c). Carnival Corporation plans to reduce its carbon footprint 25% by 2020 (Car-
nival Corporation, 2016). Its FY2014 Sustainability Report details the company’s 
2020 sustainability goals and highlights ten goals for reducing the line’s carbon foot-
print over the next 5 years, while enhancing the health, safety and security of its guests 
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and crewmembers, and ensuring sustainable business practices among its brands, 
business partners and suppliers (Fig. 1.7). Three of the ten goals focus on developing, 
deploying and operating exhaust gas cleaning systems for clean air emissions, in-
creasing cold ironing capacity and further reducing the intensity of equivalent carbon 
dioxide emissions. Several of these focus on improving the quality of Carnival’s fleet 

Fig. 1.7. Carnival Corporation’s Sustainability Goals (2020). (From: Carnival Corporation’s 
FY2014 Sustainability Report.)
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air emissions. The business has made a US$400 million investment to develop, deploy 
and operate exhaust gas cleaning systems that reduce sulfur compounds from the 
ships’ engine exhaust. Carnival Corporation will also continue to improve water use 
efficiency on its vessels by 5% by 2020, relative to its 2010 baseline, as measured by 
litres per person per day. The cruise line announced its four next-generation vessels to 
be built for Costa Cruises and AIDA Cruises will be the first in the industry to be 
powered at sea by liquefied natural gas (LNG), the cleanest burning fossil fuel. The 
new builds will use LNG to generate 100% of the ship’s power both in port and on 
the open sea as part of Carnival’s commitment to ‘green cruising’.

Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines is also committed to environmental stewardship 
(Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd, n.d.). Its Florida-based fleet does not use landfills and 
in 2014 it achieved a 114% increase in recycling fleet-wide. RCI’s Quantum class ships 
include a range of innovations that reduce carbon dioxide emissions, including an air 
lubrication system, which reduces hull friction via a layer of billions of microscopic air 
bubbles. The company also increased ‘responsible local sourcing’ in Europe, Asia, 
Australia and New Zealand, with a 20% increase of locally purchased products. 
Other goodwill initiatives included the launch of a programme to make the ships a 
more welcoming environment for autistic guests and their families. A partnership be-
tween a cruise line and an environmental organization has taken place, with Royal 
Caribbean Cruises Ltd (RCL) linking with the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in a 5-year 
global partnership to set sustainability targets aimed at reducing RCI’s environmental 
footprint. As part of the agreement, RCL has contributed US$5 million to WWF’s 
global oceans conservation work and they will collaborate to raise awareness about 
ocean conservation among the cruise line’s 5 million passengers.

Hurtigruten is modifying several of its vessels to use shore power when in port, after 
signing an agreement with the Port of Bremen for the development of land-based con-
nections. The environmental initiative will significantly reduce fuel consumption and air 
pollution during port calls. There is no doubt that there have been improvements from 
the industry with respect to sustainability (Hall et al., see Chapter 28, this volume).

A marquee destination that has experienced the negative effects of cruising is 
Venice. A ban on large cruise ships passing through the centre of Venice was imposed 
in late 2014, preventing all ships over 96,000 GRT from sailing to the city’s main 
cruise terminal, and thus limiting the number of such ships doing so to five per day 
(Pinnock, 2014; Fig. 1.8). The debate had gained momentum as citizens and local pro-
test groups were discontented with the presence of the bigger vessels, arguing that they 
produce pollution and result in substantial levels of emissions, with the acid nature of 
the pollution thought to be potentially speeding up the erosion of the city’s medieval 
buildings, which are already sinking into the lagoon surrounding Venice, itself a 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) heri-
tage site. Even with environmental assessment pending, the image of giant vessels next 
to historic buildings led to an overheated reaction by local communities. Italian author-
ities have overturned the decision, as the actual impact of cruising was better under-
stood, and due to the environmental friendly practices of cruise ship operators, i.e. the 
commitment to not using fuel with more than 0.1% sulfur (Pinnock, 2014).

Another example of adverse environmental impacts of cruise occurs in relation to 
waste management in ports along the Danube River, Serbia. It is not yet well regulated 
and no control system has been established for either solid waste or for wastewater 
from ships increasing the risks to cruisers, local people and the environment (Ulniković 
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et al., 2013). The mass of solid waste from ships (MSWS) increased in all (but one) 
port in the Serbian Danube over the period 2005–2009. This was expected to rise for 
the period 2010–2012 with the suggestion that waste treatment facilities be built in 
the ports of Novi Sad, Belgrade, Bezdan and Kladovo.

A further example of negative environmental impact revolves around ship–marine 
creature collisions. In the USA the cruise industry is an important economic compo-
nent of the South East Alaska economy, generating significant in-port expenditures as 
part of bringing nearly 1 million visitors to Alaska annually (Webb and Gende, 2015). 
There are numerous ships, and a prevalence of endangered humpback whales during 
the cruise season has led to a number of ship–whale collisions. A survey of 451 voy-
ages representing 26 cruise ships indicated that traffic intensity was found to exceed 
700 transits in some areas, which constituted up to ten ships transiting these areas per 
day during peak season (Webb and Gende, 2015). About half (47%) of the time spent 
cruising occurred at night when detection and avoidance of whales by ships is likely 
to be low. Thus, the likelihood of cruise ships colliding with these endangered whales is 
high and needs to be monitored. Many of the ships are travelling at speeds exceeding 
18 knots, with speed being a prominent risk factor for ship–whale collisions: faster 
ships are more likely to collide with whales should they surface close by, with a colli-
sion being lethal to the whale (Vanderlaan and Taggart, 2007). Solutions to reduce 
such incidents have focused on two alternatives. The first is to re-route ships around 
high-use whale areas, the second is to reduce ship speed in known, and significant 
whale habitats. As yet neither measure has been implemented. In a similar study in 
Glacier Bay National Park, Alaska, USA, interactions between humpback whale and 
cruise ships were examined by recording the distance and location of whales that 

Fig. 1.8. Princess Cruises’ 113,561 t large resort ship Ruby Princess in the port of Venice, 
Italy, 2009. (From: Lynn Smith.)
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surfaced within 1 km of a cruise ship’s bow (Harris et al., 2012). A total of 514 whale 
surface events were recorded and the study concluded that ship speed can be an effective 
mitigation measure for whale protection, and should be applied to other areas where 
whale–ship interactions are common.

Finally, a sound overview of environmental reporting in the cruise industry is that 
undertaken by Hall et al. (see Chapter 28, this volume).

Social cultural and community impacts

The cruise industry offers new development, and social and economic benefits for 
populations living in or near cruise destination regions. However, cruise tourism, like 
other forms of tourism, can generate both beneficial and adverse impacts. Positive social 
benefits include the empowerment of local communities, community organization, 
improved education and facilities, and the promotion of local culture (Koens et al., 
2009). Examples of social drawbacks include the loss of community coherence, deg-
radation of local culture, growth in crime and other social ills, and a loss of access to 
facilities for local people (Newsome et al., 2013).

Shone et al. (See Chapter 25, this volume) share an exploration of the community 
impacts of cruise tourism in the small coastal town of Akaroa, South Island, New Zea-
land. In the southern cruise port of Esperance, Western Australia, a study undertaken 
to identify the attitudes of local residents towards cruise tourism and infrastructure 
development found the majority of the resident sample possessed a generally positive 
attitude towards cruising, and were supportive of cruise tourism in the town, either 
actively or passively (McCaughey, 2013). Peripheral findings revealed resident dissat-
isfaction with the current organization and management of cruise ship visits to the 
town, and with cruise companies’ conduct towards local tourism businesses. How-
ever, the findings have had application for the stakeholder groups issued with the task 
of developing cruise tourism in Esperance. Understanding dissenting attitudes has 
allowed Esperance to undertake targeted marketing programmes to mitigate the nega-
tive sentiment towards cruise tourism within the community, as well as formulate a 
localized strategy to better manage present and future cruise ship visits.

A survey of residents in the port of call of Messina, Sicily (Italy), to examine fac-
tors that influenced residents’ perceptions about investment in cruise tourism found 
they would devote a high level of resources if their income depended on cruise activity 
(Brida et al., 2012a). Other favourable factors included whether they had undertaken 
a cruise trip in the past, and if they believed cruise industry development would exert 
positive welfare, cultural and social externalities. Conversely, residents were likely to 
prefer a low, or very low level of investment the further they lived from the port, if 
they were female, retired and if they perceived a deterioration of the environment.

In Vanuatu, P&O Cruises Australia has demonstrated commitment to protecting 
the socioeconomic interests and natural environments of destination communities in 
the South Pacific. A key focus has been to help develop viable tourism-related busi-
nesses to generate jobs (Sherry, 2011). In Vanuatu the company has employed 160 
staff and assisted the funding of upgrades to landing jetties, new amenity blocks and 
the establishment of small businesses. It has also directly funded tour developments, 
merchandise and logo design. Of course, while these initiatives support and develop 
the local economy, they also help protect the value of the cruise company’s investment.
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Sociocultural issues include the impact of large numbers of passenger and crew 
descending on small destination communities where overcrowding, congestion and 
other problems emerge, for example, in La Palma Island, Spain (Alonso and Alex-
ander, see Chapter 23, this volume). Another example includes the town of Skagway, 
Alaska, which has a population of 1000, but can host 10,000 or more cruise tourists 
during a single day, depending on individual itineraries. Other examples have been 
noted from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada, and Juneau, Alaska (Klein, 2011). 
Another problem is the homogeneity of the port experience, which occurs if similar 
tourist stores are allowed to develop in each of the small port towns. A third issue is 
the lack of cultural authenticity in cruise destinations, with passengers often experien-
cing sanitized and compromised cultural attractions (Klein, 2011).

In 2013 Iceland received 57 cruise ships, about half being large ocean cruise ships, 
with the remainder being smaller expedition-style ships. They made 97 trips and 227 
port calls, with an average visit being 6–10 h (Huijbens, 2015). The main port of call 
is the northern town of Akureyri, which derives one-third of its harbour income from 
cruise ships through port, maintenance and customs fees. The port town also benefits 
from shore excursions as it is almost fully catered for by local service providers. How-
ever, due to the arrival of larger ships, locals are beginning to feel ‘crowded out’ and 
unable to access local facilities when the ships are in port, with shops also raising 
prices on cruise days, in an attempt to optimize their income.

Negative impacts of cruise tourism also occur when a port becomes too heavily 
dependent on cruise business for its income. This is especially apparent if a cruise com-
pany withdraws its vessels, as happened on the Sepik River, Papua New Guinea’s 
longest, at 1126 km (700 miles) long (Silverman, 2012). During the late 1980s, Tam-
bunum was the most prosperous village along the river largely as a direct consequence 
of cruise tourism. People from nearby communities regularly trekked and canoed 
there to vend produce, betel nut and pottery, and also sell trinkets to tourists (Silverman, 
2012). However, since the mid-2000s, when the river tours ceased, large-scale tourism 
to the village subsided and today it receives few tourists, which has had a devastating 
impact on the village economy (Silverman, 2012).

Sensing a shift in its customer’s values, Carnival Corporation has launched its tenth 
global brand, Fathom, which has been designed as a purpose-driven brand to enrich 
the lives of its travellers (Fig. 1.9). Its first destination is the Dominican Republic, 
where it aims to drive sustainable social impact on a significant scale (Cruising, 2015). 
The brand expects to attract 37,000 passengers annually, who will collectively spend 
100,000 days a year either volunteering or immersing themselves in cultural and edu-
cational exchanges in local communities. The first ship is the MV Adonia, which com-
menced cruising in 2016 to the Republic as well as Cuba for the purpose of providing 
cultural, artistic, faith-based and humanitarian exchanges between America and 
Cuban citizens (Cruising, 2015).

Economic impacts

The economic issues include the distribution of benefits between cruise companies 
and their destinations. Pallis (2015, pp. 60–61) suggests that ‘as more and more pas-
sengers enjoy the pleasure of cruising around the globe, ports and destinations enjoy 
direct, indirect, and induced positive economic impacts’, port-cities, destinations and 
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stakeholders have justifiable reasons to explore strategies to increase their share in 
hosting passengers and cruise ships calls. When conditions enable it, cruise ports seek 
to increase returns by hosting home-porting activities. Cruise passengers are signifi-
cant drivers of room night demand around embarkation and debarkation. In an eco-
nomic study of the impact of cruise passengers staying in Charleston, South Carolina, 
before and after their cruise, the demand for room nights was not isolated to 
non-tourist districts of the greater metropolitan area, suggesting that a cruise from 
Charleston was coupled with a short holiday (Hefner et al., 2014). The study covered 
a 3-year period during which time there were 142 cruise ship visits. The findings 

Fig. 1.9. Fathom brand’s brochure for cruises from Miami to Dominican Republic and Cuba 
in 2016. At their destination passengers have the opportunity to work alongside local 
residents on community and/or environmental projects. (From: Carnival Corporation.)
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show that on average an additional 1380 room nights were attributed to each cruise 
ship embarkation. With the average cost of a room per night being US$114, poten-
tially each cruise ship visit added US$57,337 in hotel revenue to the metro market. 
Over the 3-year, 142-cruise ship visit period, this activity increased room revenue by 
US$22,341,868, or 195,960 room nights, making it a significant contributor to the 
host city accommodation industry.

A survey of cruise passenger spending patterns in Uruguayan ports found they 
spent money on food and beverages, tours, transport and shopping (Brida et al., 
2015). People travelling in large groups spent more money than people travelling as 
couples or alone, while the crew spent more on food and beverages than passengers, 
as the latter are reluctant to pay extra when they have already paid for their meals as 
part of the cruise. Usually it was younger cruise passengers who spent money on inde-
pendent transportation, whereas older passengers, especially those from the USA, 
undertook the cruise’s tour packages. Finally, where the price of goods and services is 
perceived to be high, this reduces the likelihood of passenger spending.

Planning and Management for Sustainable Cruising

Planning and managing the growth and development of the cruise industry requires 
considerable skill in order to maximize its benefits and reduce its adverse impacts. A 
study of visitor management practices and operational sustainability in the Kimberley 
Region, an emerging cruise destination in remote north-western Australia, was under-
taken using visitor observations and stakeholder interviews (Scherrer et al., 2011). 
Visitor management practices varied strongly between operators, with much room for 
improvement for some. Inconsistent visitor management practices contributed to a 
high level of avoidable risks in terms of visitor safety and negative cultural and envir-
onmental impacts. Findings also highlighted the central role of tour guides and oper-
ational procedures for improving visitor management practices. It was recommended 
that a visitor management manual be developed and implemented, which outlined the 
key functions of staff, best-practice guidelines and site-specific information. To work 
towards a sustainable future for the cruise region it was suggested the industry needed 
to improve operational and visitor management practices to minimize the risks relating 
to safety, as well as environmental and cultural site assets and visitor experience.

A destination whose appeal relies on its pristine beauty and wilderness is Antarc-
tica. The International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO, www.iaato.
org) is a member organization founded in 1991 to advocate and promote the practice 
of safe and environmentally responsible private-sector travel to the Antarctic. Since the 
beginning of the modern Antarctic tourism industry in 1969, the number of tourists 
has grown from a few hundred to more than 30,000 each year. Recognizing the poten-
tial environmental impacts that such growing numbers could cause, seven private tour 
operators conducting excursions in Antarctica joined together in 1991 to practise and 
promote safe and environmentally responsible travel to this remote, wild and delicate 
region of the world. There are now more than 100 members of IAATO, which has estab-
lished procedures and guidelines to ensure appropriate, safe and environmentally sound 
travel to the Antarctic. It has introduced regulations and restrictions on a range of 
issues, such as numbers of people allowed ashore, staff-to-passenger ratios, site-specific 
and activity guidelines, wildlife watching, pre- and post-visit activity reporting, passenger, 

http://www.iaato.org
http://www.iaato.org
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crew and staff briefings, previous Antarctic experience for tour staff, and contingency 
and emergency medical evacuation plans (IAATO, 2016; Liggett and Stewart, see 
Chapter 30, this volume).

The Antarctic Treaty System, international law and flag state law do not have the 
ability or will to control or enforce environmental regulations against cruise tour op-
erators so the burden lies with industry groups, like IAATO, as well as operators them-
selves to control, regulate and shape Antarctic environmental practices and policy 
(Wright, 2008). The major cruise lines have shown that even in a self-regulated envir-
onment, sustainable cruise practices and policies are achievable (Bauer, 2001). The 
Antarctic cruise industry is conscious of the tenuous relationship between the condi-
tion of the Antarctic environment and the industry’s prosperity (Wright, 2008), and 
understands that becoming stewards of the Antarctic is important to passengers.

In future, a number of new factors will have a direct effect on the level of visitation at 
Antarctic landing sites (Bender et al., 2016). The November 2014 adoption of the Inter-
national Code for Ships Operating in Polar Regions (the ‘Polar Code’) by the IMO (2016) 
came into force on 1 January 2017. This may alter patterns of vessel traffic relative to the 
period considered in this re-analysis. Specifically, there may be reduced traffic at the mar-
gins of the Antarctic season (early spring and late autumn) when sea ice conditions and 
low temperatures may preclude the use of some vessels that have not met minimum stand-
ards for polar operations. Additionally, there is a shift towards vessels carrying more than 
200 passengers, which will further increase the amount of concentrated landings in the 
Antarctic and the potential for adverse environmental impacts on the site, as well as pos-
sible perceived ‘overcrowding’ at the site by the tourists (Bender et al., 2016).

The governance of expedition cruise ship tourism in the Arctic was compared for the 
Canadian and Russian Arctic (Pashkevich et al., 2015). They compared and contrasted 
governance structures that manage the cruise sector from case studies located in the Can-
adian Nunavut (Canadian) and the Murmansk and Arkhangelsk (Russian) Arctic re-
gions. Generally the operating season is short, from late July to mid-October, and the sea 
ice conditions can be quite challenging. The IMO has now established a code for shipping 
in these waters which covers the full range of shipping-related matters relevant to navi-
gation in waters surrounding the two poles: ship design, construction, and equipment; 
operational and training concerns; search and rescue; and environmental protection 
(IMO, 2016). The Polar Code will provide a consistent set of environmental protocols, 
operating rules and cooperative service arrangements across the Polar regions.

It has been suggested that the cruise industry could work synergistically with eco-
tourism. A study of the spending patterns of cruise ship passengers in the Panama 
Canal Watershed suggests that targeting marketing efforts towards ecotourism oppor-
tunities may increase long-term ecological and economic benefits to port communities 
and local businesses (Thurau et al., 2015). The 187 respondents were interested in 
ecotourism-related activities in the area and nearby coastal areas. They were clustered 
into four distinct market segments: ‘cultural discovery’, ‘action-adventure’, ‘natural 
discovery’ and ‘conventional’ tourist. The first three groups were all interested in eco-
tourism opportunities and were prepared to spend more for their experience (US$135) 
than the conventional cruise tourists (US$85). Furthermore, the ecotourism-related 
market segments expected to spend significantly more money in port than conven-
tional tourists. The growing ecotourism market represents an important opportunity 
for the cruise industry to partner with local ecotourism operators, enhancing profit-
ability while simultaneously supporting sustainable development.
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Ports

Many economic benefits are associated with well-functioning ports. The port needs to 
be competitive if cities want to benefit from it. However, a lot of these benefits from 
ports spill over to other regions. Ports also have negative port impacts, mostly related 
to the environment, land use and traffic congestion. Three main models exist for cities 
to reap additional benefits from their ports: maritime services clusters, industrial de-
velopment and port-related waterfront development.

A new cruise port is Abu Dhabi’s new cruise terminal, which opened in December 
2015 (see Fig. 1.6). Located in the Emirates’ Zayed Port, the 8000-m2 terminal houses 
all key passenger facilities, retail outlets and a café (Cruise Weekly, 2015b). The archi-
tectural design of the new development is based on the UAE’s heritage and identity, 
with a view of the Louvre Museum on Saadiyat Island. The terminal took a year to 
build and is hailed as a landmark achievement for the growth of cruise tourism in the 
area. MSC Musica served the region for the 2015/2016 cruise season.

The selection of cruise destination ports has attracted much interest over time. 
A recent study in East Asia found that there are four important criteria. These are 
cruise terminal facilities, the natural environment of the hinterland, tourism attractions, 
and connectivity and agility (Wang et al., 2014). The category ‘cruise terminal facilities’ 
refers to the infrastructure of the port such as berthing facilities, fuelling and water 
supply facilities, port charges, vessel services and sea rescue systems. The ‘natural en-
vironment of the hinterland’ includes the local climate and language ability of local 
residents. ‘Tourism attractions’ refers to historic sites, local culture, natural resources 
and the diversity of available onshore tourism programmes. Finally ‘connectivity and 
agility’ refers to the connectivity and accessibility to the port’s hinterland, freedom of 
inspection and quarantine services, and accessibility to accommodation and entertain-
ment. The results of the East Asian ports study suggested the diversification of the on-
shore tourism programmes for cruise passengers in Singapore, the increased promotion 
of the cultural and natural attractions of Phuket, Thailand, government support for 
the port of Sanya in China, and increased port facilities and hinterland service in Port 
Klang, Malaysia (Wang et al., 2014). It was suggested that improved service quality 
and management are required for the overall future port selections in the region.

A study of the culture of cruising in China found difficulties between the increasing 
number of domestic ports and the low awareness of the culture of cruising have made 
it difficult to improve the growing demand for cruising (Ren and Li, 2015). In order to 
overcome these perceptions and advance cruising in China, the authors suggest that the 
government establishes a cruise research centre, sets up an international cruise festival, 
develops a cruise behaviour code and introduces a cruise ‘ambassador’.

As with any infrastructure development, port development has both positive and 
negative benefits. The historic port of Falmouth was developed through a partnership 
between Royal Caribbean and the Port Authority of Jamaica in 2011 and is the largest 
purpose-built port of call in the Caribbean. It was developed to cater for RCI’s Oasis 
class ships, the Oasis of the Seas and Allure of the Seas. These megaships are among 
the largest in the world and carry up to 6300 passengers and 2500 crew. They make 
bi-weekly calls to Falmouth, where the Jamaican government spent US$120 million to 
deepen the port for the ships. The vast dredging of the sea floor and construction of 
the new port has dramatically changed the aquatic life, the shoreline and the commu-
nity in Falmouth. Whilst beautification and restoration activities have also occurred in 
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Falmouth as a result of the cruise port development, some properties have had to be 
relocated and one historic fishing village is now landlocked (Kerswill and Mair, 2015). 
In addition the introduction of a licensing system has meant that businesses are now 
regulated but some vendors still operate without the required licensing due to the 
costs involved. The resident community is now separated from the port by a large iron 
fence being installed around it. In addition many feel that it has not delivered the finan-
cial benefits promised as cruise passengers on the ship’s tour groups are taken to larger 
towns or attractions nearby, such as Montego Bay and Ocho Rios (Kerswill and Mair, 
2015). Despite this situation, the residents remain hopeful that tourism will improve 
their lives in future through the growth of the cruise industry.

It has been argued that the support of a local population is essential for ports in 
order to keep their ‘license to operate’ and remain legitimate economic actors (Merk, 
2013). Local support is garnered if there are perceived and/or actual local benefits. 
Successful ports have a sense of pride and ‘ownership’ by the population and business 
community. This is based on a sense of history, but maintained by deliberate policies 
of port and city authorities, e.g. by transparent port communication and activities, or 
facilities that create links between the port-city population and its port, and refer back 
to the maritime heritage of the city.

The Genoa Port Centre was created in 2009 to promote the port and highlight the 
economic and social role of the maritime industry (Merk, 2013). Its aim is to stimulate 
strategic alliances between the port, businesses and the general public. The exhibition 
centre facilitates the discovery of the port, its present and future. It plays an important 
educational role, and aims to attract students, teachers and parents. It organizes 
guided visits, lectures and workshops, and has developed educational material and 
other information. The Genoa Port Centre also has a role in broader communication 
through specific cultural projects (seminars, conventions and technical meetings) and 
exploration of the port of Genoa, such as visits to the port and the various areas of the 
port itself, in close collaboration with the port operators involved in the partnership.

Dubrovnik is Croatia’s leading cruise destination and one of the most important 
ports of call for megaships. The port carries about 80% of all cruise passengers in the 
Croatian Adriatic. However, the success of cruise growth in the port has led to a number 
of sustainable development challenges especially in relation to the large concentration 
of cruise ships and passengers requiring rapid turnaround times and inevitably leading 
to issues of congestion and processing delays. To overcome these issues it has been 
suggested that the port establishes an organization comprising the Port Authority and 
destination management organization to better address the future growth of cruising 
in the port. An integrated management system bringing greater efficiencies and effect-
iveness to the port and its operations could then organize the daily operations.

A survey of cruise passengers’ experiences in the port of Cartagena de Indias, 
Colombia, found that cruisers sought safety, appropriate facilities and services, and a 
variety of attractions (Brida et al., 2013). A parallel survey of cruise passengers in the 
same port found that about one-half of the respondents plan a return trip to the area. 
According to the FCCA (2011), cruisers indicate that they would return for land-based 
holidays to the following destinations: Caribbean (50%), Bahamas (21%), Hawaii 
(13%), Mexico (13%), Europe (12%) and Alaska (11%). The probability of returning 
to the destination depends on the resident’s geographic area, the level of satisfaction 
with the destination, the time spent onshore and especially on whether the tourist is a 
regular cruiser (Brida and Coletti, 2012). The average visitor wanting to return as a 
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stayover tourist is male, lives in the Caribbean area, is highly educated, young, on his 
first cruise, on an self-organized visit, and spent a lot of time in port and experienced 
satisfactory services and security. A significant finding was that organized tours, which 
usually give tourists a comprehensive tour of a destination, have a negative influence 
on the desire for returning, with more self-organized tourists wanting to return. In the 
Colombian study less than 50% of the cruise passengers declared their intention to 
return to the destination as land tourists (Brida et al., 2012b). The evidence that 
the intention to return to the destination highly depends on the time spent onshore 
implies that local managers and policy makers should consider strategies to extend the 
amount of time that a passenger spends onshore. Central and South American tourists 
are the most willing to return as visitors (86.5%) and the most willing to recommend 
the town as a destination (88.5%), which suggests that cruise ships arriving to the city 
with passengers from these countries may provide destination managers an oppor-
tunity to market to potential return visitors.

Conclusions

According to the 2016 Cruise Industry Outlook (CLIA, 2016) the growth of the cruise 
industry is set to continue, with another 27 new ships due to debut in 2016 to add to 
the existing 448 ships. River cruising is also on the increase, with 18 new river cruise 
ships on order, an increase of more than 10% passenger capacity. The industry asso-
ciation CLIA has nominated a number of industry trends. They include connectivity 

Fig. 1.10. Three generations of cruisers from California, USA, on board Oceania’s Regatta 
in Alaska, June 2016. Left to right: daughter Addison Shepherd (San Jose), grandmother 
Sue Lawson (Monterey Bay), and mother Elizabeth Shepherd (San Jose).
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(through passenger Internet and communications) being made a priority, the increase 
of luxury ships and experiences, the partnering with big brands to leverage cross- 
promotional opportunities, onboard experiences and amenities from Broadway pro-
ductions, designer shops to zip lining, golf and bumper cars, the increase in overnight 
stays at ports of call, and intergenerational cruising, with cruise amenities now designed 
to cater for every age from infants to seniors.

Structure of the Book

This book could have been presented in a variety of ways with a plethora of different 
subdivisions. Indeed it went through a number of iterations before resting in its cur-
rent form. Overall the book is presented in seven parts. They are:

 1. Fundamental Principles;
 2. The Cruise Experience: People and Passengers;
 3. Markets, Marketing and Motivations;
 4. Impacts of Cruise Ship Tourism: Stakeholders, Politics and Power;
 5. Planning and Management for Sustainable Cruising;
 6. Ports, Destinations and Infrastructure Development;
 7. Conclusions and Future Directions.

Part 1 introduces the industry and some of its underpinning aspects in eight chapters. 
These include examination of cruising from geographical, industrial and economic 
perspectives. It addresses significant issues of cruise corporation social responsibility 
and profits, the flags of convenience and the global cruise market, cruise economics 
and the shift to extra-fee products and services. A final chapter examines the gap be-
tween academic research and professional practice in cruise tourism.

The second part comprises six chapters related to the cruise experience. These 
include talent management and the cruise industry, managing crew expectations in port, 
mediating the cruise experience and conceptualizing the cruise ship tourist experience. 
It finishes with two important contributions to the cruise experience on managing 
health-related issues as well as safety and security onboard.

Part 3 explores the demand side of cruising with an investigation of why people 
choose to cruise, some sample cruise markets, and marketing to the potential cruise 
consumer. The seven chapters present information on the attributes of a strong cruise 
brand, an interesting account of the image of cruise ship holidays on Italian television, 
the purchasing attributes for cruise passengers, and motivations and constraints of 
cruising for the US and Chinese markets. These chapters are followed by chapters on 
two emerging markets – children and the family market as well as the lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) cruise market. A final chapter examines digital mar-
keting in the cruise sector.

In the fourth part of the book the industry’s impacts are investigated in relation to 
stakeholders, politics and power. The five chapters examine the case of cruise ship 
tourism development in La Palma Island, Canary Islands, Spain, in relation to the 
benefits and costs to its stakeholders. The next chapter investigates the interface of 
cruise ships and protected areas in Brazil. This is complemented by a chapter on the 
community impacts of cruise tourism growth in Akaroa, South Island, New Zealand. 
Maintaining the theme is an examination of cruise tourism in a remote small island 
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focusing on the question ‘High yield and low impact?’ The final chapter examines it-
ineraries and interactions of cruise tourists on the mainland.

Part 5 examines planning and management for sustainable cruising. It begins with 
an in-depth account of environmental reporting in the cruise industry then is followed 
by case studies from Australia and Antarctica. Part 6 investigates ports, destinations 
and infrastructure development. The four chapters present the development of cruise 
tourism in Saudi Arabia followed by cruise itinerary planning. Two chapters complete 
this section, both focusing on the awakening cruise market giant of China, which is 
tipped to become the world’s leading cruise nation within 20 years. Finally the book 
is brought to a close by a brief discussion of the future of the industry.
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